
MANUFACTURING  
PRODUCT LINE CARD

Floor Safety Management
Slip and fall prevention starts with keeping floors dry and safe from leaks, drips and spills.

General purpose sonic bonded mat has an  
abrasion-resistant top layer that gives pads 
strength for everyday cleanup jobs.

DEFENDER™ Mat

Machinery
Soak up leaks and drips around equipment to keep work areas neat and clean.

Best used around machinery, in production areas 
and under assembly lines and conveyors, and in 
areas with moderate foot traffic.

COMMANDER™ Mat

Ideal for surrounding spills to keep them from 
spreading. Flexible to conform around leaky  
machines and offer a snug fit with no seepage.

Socks

An economical solution to high volume drips. 
Use under machines and leaky hydraulic hoses 
or wedge into corners cramped for space.

Pillows

This safe-floor solution sticks tight and flat to the 
floor in your production areas, walkways  
and entrances.

Floor Grabber™ Absorbent Mat

High-traction, adhesive-backed absorbent mat 
keeps a low profile for exceptional floor safety. 
Stands up to heavy foot traffic and forklifts.

Floor Grabber™ High Traffic Mat

Our strongest mats stand up to heavy abuse — 
leave down much longer than regular mats and 
save money!

Tuff Rugs

Keep water off the floor by capturing pipe and 
roof leaks and channeling them away from  
personnel, office equipment and machinery.

Leak Diverters

Unobtrusive and easy to store, Flat Socks and 
PIllows are perfect for controlling HVAC or water 
line leaks.

Flat Socks and Pillows

Facility Ops
Tackle spill control at the source throughout the workplace.

Build your own custom barrier around equipment 
or storage, indoors or out, in any areas where 
leaks, drips and spills happen regularly.

Spill Control
Take care of everyday leaks, drips and spills with 
Defender™ Pads and Rolls.

Universal DEFENDER™ Mat
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Respond quickly to spills anywhere in the  
workplace with SpillTech's wide range of  
Wheeled Spill Kits.

Wheeled Spill Kits

Keep unwanted liquids out of your drains  
with our tough, easy-to-handle polyurethane  
DrainCovers.

Drain Protection

Keep water off the floor by capturing pipe and 
roof leaks and channeling them away from  
personnel, office equipment and machinery.

Leak Diverters

Oil Only
For oils and oil-based 
liquids, not water

Universal
For oils, coolants, solvents 
and water

HazMat
For acids, bases and 
unknown liquids
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Our Defender™ line of Pads and Rolls has an 
abrasion-resistant top layer for extra strength to 
perform everyday cleanup jobs.

Oil-Only DEFENDER™ Mat

Tool Crib
Use our high-quality products to keep your work areas clean and neat at all times.

Everything you need to handle a battery acid 
spill! Pads, socks, pillows and PPE are all  
included in this pre-packed kit.

Battery Acid Spill Kit

Budget friendly for land and water response.

Oil-Only CONTRACTOR  
GRADE Mat

Keep SpillTech wipers in stock to wipe down 
tools, equipment and hands. Choose from a wide 
range of styles.

Wipers

Commander™ Rolls are free of damaging grit and 
dust, so they’re perfect for delicate sensors, parts 
and tools. Add optional magnetic roll holder.

Mini Absorbent Rolls
Avoid the safety hazards of clay with a safe,  
recycled, environmentally-friendly loose  
absorbent such as Gran-Sorb Cellulose Loose.

Universal Loose Sorbents

Catch the leak and drips from drum pumps and 
keep your drum storage areas clean and neat 
with SpillTech DrumTop Pads.

Drum Top Absorbents

Bulk Fluid Storage
Comply with regulations and keep your facility and environment safe from leaks and spills.

Be prepared for even the biggest spills with our 
high-capacity wheeled Spill Kits and Carts.

Large Wheeled Spill Kits

Keep your storage area clean and move your 
drums with ease using our Poly-Dolly and Poly-
Rack dispensing stations and storage systems.

Containment and Sumps

Store drums and other leak- or spill-prone  
containers on one of our range of pallets and 
comply with regulations.

Spill Pallets

Build your own barrier around equipment or  
storage, indoors or out, in any areas where leaks, 
drips and spills happen regularly.

Spill Control

Keep unwanted liquids out of your drains  
with our tough, easy-to-handle polyurethane  
DrainCovers.

Drain Protection

This sonic-bonded mat is ready to handle the 
inevitable spills, sloshes and drips that come 
with bulk fluid storage.

Universal DEFENDER™ Mat

Be prepared for emergency leaks with these 
large wooden plugs and wedges that conform to 
openings for temporary protection.

Wood Plugs

Oil Only
For oils and oil-based 
liquids, not water

Universal
For oils, coolants, solvents 
and water

HazMat
For acids, bases and 
unknown liquids
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